“Books are sometimes windows, offering views of worlds that may be real or imagined, familiar or strange. These
windows are also sliding glass doors, and readers have only to walk through in imagination to become part of
whatever world has been created and recreated by the author. But if the light is right, the window becomes a mirror.
Literature transforms human experience and reflects it back to us, and in that reflection, we can see our own lives and
experiences as part of the larger human experience.”
- Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop
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Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
By Benjamin Alire Sáenz
Recommended Age: 7th to 9th grade
Middle Grade Novel
Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an
unusual way of looking at the world. When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem
to have nothing in common. But as the loners start spending time together, they discover
that they share a special friendship—the kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it
is through this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn the most important truths about
themselves and the kind of people they want to be.

Birdie and Me
By J. M. M. Nuanez
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
An emotional and uplifting debut about a girl named Jack and her gender creative little
brother, Birdie, searching for the place where they can be their true and best selves.
After their mama dies, Jack and Birdie find themselves without a place to call home. And
when Mama's two brothers each try to provide one--first sweet Uncle Carl, then gruff
Uncle Patrick--the results are funny, tender, and tragic.
They're also somehow . . . spectacular.
With voices and characters that soar off the page, J. M. M. Nuanez's debut novel depicts an
unlikely family caught in a situation none of them would have chosen, and the beautiful
ways in which they finally come to understand one another.

Call Me Max
By Kyle Lukoff, Illustrated by Luciano Lozano
Recommended Age: 7 to 9 years
Picture Book
When Max starts school, the teacher hesitates to call out the name on the attendance
sheet. Something doesn't seem to fit. Max lets her know the name he wants to be called by
– a boy's name. This begins Max's journey as he makes new friends and reveals his feelings
about his identity to his parents. Written with warmth and sensitivity by trans writer Kyle
Lukoff, this book is a sweet and age-appropriate introduction to what it means to be
transgender.

The Deep & Dark Blue
Written and illustrated by Niki Smith
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Graphic Novel
After a terrible political coup usurps their noble house, Hawke and Grayson flee to stay
alive and assume new identities, Hanna and Grayce. Desperation and chance lead them to
the Communion of Blue, an order of magical women who spin the threads of reality to
their will.
As the twins learn more about the Communion, and themselves, they begin to hatch a plan
to avenge their family and retake their royal home. While Hawke wants to return to his old
life, Grayce struggles to keep the threads of her new life from unraveling, and realizes she
wants to stay in the one place that will allow her to finally live as a girl.

From Archie to Zack
Written and Illustrated by Vincent X. Kirsch
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
“Archie loves Zack!”
“Zack loves Archie!”
Everyone said it was so.
But Archie hasn’t told Zack yet. And Zack hasn’t told Archie. They spend
just about every minute together: walking to and from school, doing science
and art projects, practicing for marching band, learning to ride bikes, and so much more.
Over the course of a few months, Archie tries to write a letter to Zack to tell him how he
feels: “From A to Z.” None of his drafts sound quite right, so he hides them all away. One by
one, Archie’s friends (Zelda, Zinnia, and Zuzella) find the letters . . . but they know exactly
whom they’re meant for.

Hazel’s Theory of Evolution
By Lisa Jenn Bigelow
Recommended Age: 3rd to 7th grade
Middle Grade Novel
Hazel knows a lot about the world. That’s because when she’s not hanging with her best
friend, taking care of her dog, or helping care for the goats on her family's farm, she loves
reading through dusty encyclopedias.
But even Hazel doesn’t have answers for the questions awaiting her as she enters eighth
grade. What if no one at her new school gets her, and she doesn't make any friends?
What’s going to happen to one of her moms, who’s pregnant again after having two
miscarriages? Why does everything have to change when life was already perfectly fine?
As Hazel struggles to cope, she’ll come to realize that sometimes you have to look within
yourself—instead of the pages of a book—to find the answer to life’s most important
questions.

King and the Dragonflies
By Kacen Callender
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Twelve-year-old Kingston James is sure his brother Khalid has turned into a dragonfly.
When Khalid unexpectedly passed away, he shed what was his first skin for another to live
down by the bayou in their small Louisiana town. Khalid still visits in dreams, and King must
keep these secrets to himself as he watches grief transform his family.
It would be easier if King could talk with his best friend, Sandy Sanders. But just days before
he died, Khalid told King to end their friendship, after overhearing a secret about Sandythat he thinks he might be gay. "You don't want anyone to think you're gay too, do you?"
But when Sandy goes missing, sparking a town-wide search, and King finds his former best
friend hiding in a tent in his backyard, he agrees to help Sandy escape from his abusive
father, and the two begin an adventure as they build their own private paradise down by
the bayou and among the dragonflies. As King's friendship with Sandy is reignited, he's
forced to confront questions about himself and the reality of his brother's death.

The Magic Fish
By Trung Le Nguyen
Recommended Age: 12 years and up
Graphic Novel
Real life isn't a fairytale.
But Tiến still enjoys reading his favorite stories with his parents from the books he borrows
from the local library. It's hard enough trying to communicate with your parents as a kid,
but for Tiến, he doesn't even have the right words because his parents are struggling with
their English. Is there a Vietnamese word for what he's going through?

Phoenix Goes to School
By Michelle & Phoenix Finch, Illustrated by Sharon Davey
Recommended Age: Kindergarten to 3rd grade
Picture Book
My Mommy tells me I'm perfect and to be brave.
"You know who you are," she says,
"Just be yourself and always listen to your heart."
With those words of encouragement from her Mom, Phoenix is preparing for her first day
of school. She is excited but scared of being bullied because of her gender identity and
expression. Yet when she arrives at school she finds help and support from teachers and
friends, and finds she is brave enough to talk to other kids about her gender!
This is an empowering and brightly illustrated children's book for children aged 3+ to help
children engage with gender identity in a fun, uplifting way. It supports trans children who
are worried about being bullied or misunderstood.

The Prince and the Dressmaker
Written and Illustrated by Jen Wang
Recommended Age: 12 to 18 years
Graphic Novel
Paris, at the dawn of the modern age:
Prince Sebastian is looking for a bride―or rather, his parents are looking for one for him.
Sebastian is too busy hiding his secret life from everyone. At night he puts on daring
dresses and takes Paris by storm as the fabulous Lady Crystallia―the hottest fashion icon
in the world capital of fashion!
Sebastian’s secret weapon (and best friend) is the brilliant dressmaker Frances―one of
only two people who know the truth: sometimes this boy wears dresses. But Frances
dreams of greatness, and being someone’s secret weapon means being a secret. Forever.
How long can Frances defer her dreams to protect a friend?

Princeless: Raven The Pirate Princess
By Jeremy Whitley, Illustrated by Rosy Higgins, Ted Brandt
Recommended Age: 4th to 6th grade
Graphic Novel
Fresh off her adventures in the pages of Princeless, Raven is ready to set out on her quest
for revenge against her brothers. They've stolen everything that should be hers and now
she's going to get it back. But first, she needs a crew. Share the laughs, action, and
adventure as Raven assembles the fearless crew of awesome ladies who will help her get
her revenge.

Sparkle Boy
By Leslea Newman, Illustrated by Maria Mola
Recommended Age: 5 to 8 years
Picture Book
Casey loves to play with his blocks, puzzles, and dump truck, but he also loves things that
sparkle, shimmer, and glitter. When his older sister, Jessie, shows off her new shimmery
skirt, Casey wants to wear a shimmery skirt too. When Jessie comes home from a party
with glittery nails, Casey wants glittery nails too. And when Abuelita visits wearing an
armful of sparkly bracelets, Casey gets one to wear, just like Jessie. The adults in Casey's
life embrace his interests, but Jessie isn't so sure. Boys aren't supposed to wear sparkly,
shimmery, glittery things. Then, when older boys at the library tease Casey for wearing
"girl" things, Jessie realizes that Casey has the right to be himself and wear whatever he
wants. Why can't both she and Casey love all things shimmery, glittery, and sparkly? Here
is a sweet, heartwarming story about acceptance, respect, and the freedom to be yourself
in a world where any gender expression should be celebrated. Sparkly things are for
everyone to enjoy!

Other Books to Enjoy
All of Me
By Chris Baron
Recommended Age: 9 to 11 years
Middle Grade Novel
Ari has body-image issues. After a move across the country, his parents work selling and
promoting his mother's paintings and sculptures. Ari's bohemian mother needs space to
create, and his father is gone for long stretches of time on "sales" trips.
Meanwhile, Ari makes new friends: Pick, the gamer; the artsy Jorge, and the troubled Lisa.
He is also relentlessly bullied because he's overweight, but he can't tell his
parents―they're simply not around enough to listen.
After an upsetting incident, Ari's mom suggests he go on a diet, and she gives him a book
to help. But the book―and the diet―can’t fix everything. As Ari faces the demise of his
parents' marriage, he also feels himself changing, both emotionally and physically. Here is a
much-needed story about accepting the imperfect in oneself and in life.

And That's Why She's My Mama
Written and Illustrated by Tiarra Nazario
Recommended Age: 1 to 7 years
Picture Book
What is a Mama? A mama is someone who is always there for you. She makes you your
favorite food, takes you to the park, and kisses your boo-boos better. Some mamas didn't
hold you in their belly, but they will forever hold you in their hearts. Mamas come in all
different shapes, colors, and ages, but they all have one thing in common. They love you!

Another D for DeeDee
By Bibi Belford
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
DeeDee’s life is full of D’s. Missing her dad, who’s disappeared. Distracted by her sister’s
quinceañera and her brother dropping out of high school. Disappointing her family by
struggling in her new school. Being diagnosed with diabetes. So many D’s she worries she’ll
never fit in, and worse, never find the best friend she’s always wanted.
Then she meets River, her new neighbor with cochlear implants and finds they have the
same interests. Art. Dance. Skateboarding. And they both miss their dads. But while
DeeDee struggles to adjust to her new circumstances and life with diabetes, River
embraces life, even his differences. River offers to help search for DeeDee’s dad and coach
her in skateboarding and the two become friends. River even encourages her to participate
in her school’s Spring Fling talent show.
Then River transfers to DeeDee’s new school. Instead of sticking up for him and risking
being made fun of, DeeDee makes mistake after mistake until she’s forced to decide: keep
the best friend she’s always wanted by standing up to her classmates, or stay silent and
lose River forever? Before DeeDee can be a good friend she must learn to love
differences—not just River’s but also her own.

Ben Yokoyama and the Cookie of Doom
By Matthew Swanson, Illustrated by Robbi Behr
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Live each day as if it were your last.
When Ben reads his fortune-cookie fortune, he's alarmed and inspired. Immediately, he
begins drafting a bucket list of unfinished tasks and lifelong dreams (finish his 1000-piece
model of the Taj Mahal, eat an entire cake, etc....). As Ben marches himself in and out of
trouble, takes useful risks, and helps both his parents to see the bigger picture, readers
discover how something that seems scary can instead be empowering--leading to
friendships that might never have been made, neighbors that might never have been
known, and apple pies that might otherwise never have been baked.

Blended
By Sharon M. Draper
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One
week she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a
fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood. The next
week she’s Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-so-fancy house
that she loves.
Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two worlds. And now that her
parents are divorced, it seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always about HER.
Isabella feels completely stuck in the middle, split and divided between them more than
ever. And she is beginning to realize that being split between Mom and Dad involves more
than switching houses, switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching
identities. Her dad is black, her mom is white, and strangers are always commenting:
“You’re so exotic!” “You look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what
they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are

you really?” And when her parents, who both get engaged at the same time, get in their
biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What does it
mean to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re
only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you ever feel whole?
It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the worst thing
happens. Isabella and Darren are stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun.
And shots are fired.

City of Spies
By Susan Kim & Laurence Klavan, Illustrated by Pascal Dizin
Recommended Age: 10 to 14 years
Graphic Novel
Mystery, intrigue, and pastries abound in this World War II spy tale
Evelyn typically satisfies her longing for adventure with the help of a pencil and a sheet of
paper. But when she makes a new friend, Tony, she's happy to abandon her art for a reallife search for spies. When the two accidentally uncover a genuine mystery, it looks like
Evelyn might end up in the kind of adventure she writes in her comics!

Class Act
Written and Illustrated by Jerry Craft
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Graphic Novel
Eighth grader Drew Ellis is no stranger to the saying “You have to work twice as hard to be
just as good.” His grandmother has reminded him his entire life. But what if he works ten
times as hard and still isn’t afforded the same opportunities that his privileged classmates
at the Riverdale Academy Day School take for granted?
To make matters worse, Drew begins to feel as if his good friend Liam might be one of
those privileged kids. He wants to pretend like everything is fine, but it's hard not to
withdraw, and even their mutual friend Jordan doesn't know how to keep the group
together.
As the pressures mount, will Drew find a way to bridge the divide so he and his friends can
truly accept each other? And most important, will he finally be able to accept himself?

Clean Getaway
By Nic Stone
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
How to Go on an Unplanned Road Trip with Your Grandma:
Grab a Suitcase: Prepacked from the big spring break trip that got CANCELLED.
Fasten Your Seatbelt: G'ma's never conventional, so this trip won't be either.
Use the Green Book: G'ma's most treasured possession. It holds history, memories, and
most important, the way home.
What Not to Bring:
A Cell Phone: Avoid contact with Dad at all costs. Even when G'ma starts acting stranger
than usual.
Set against the backdrop of the segregation history of the American South, take a trip with
this New York Times bestseller and an eleven-year-old boy who is about to discover that

the world hasn't always been a welcoming place for kids like him, and things aren't always
what they seem--his G'ma included.

Counting by 7s
By Holly Goldberg Sloan
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Willow Chance is a twelve-year-old genius, obsessed with nature and diagnosing medical
conditions, who finds it comforting to count by 7s. It has never been easy for her to
connect with anyone other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn’t kept her from
leading a quietly happy life . . . until now.
Suddenly Willow’s world is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car crash,
leaving her alone in a baffling world. The triumph of this book is that it is not a tragedy.
This extraordinarily odd, but extraordinarily endearing, girl manages to push through her
grief. Her journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully believable surrogate family is a
joy and a revelation to read.

Crenshaw
By Katherine Applegate
Recommended Age: 8 to 10 years
Middle Grade Novel
Jackson and his family have fallen on hard times. There's no more money for rent. And not
much for food, either. His parents, his little sister, and their dog may have to live in their
minivan. Again.
Crenshaw is a cat. He's large, he's outspoken, and he's imaginary. He has come back into
Jackson's life to help him. But is an imaginary friend enough to save this family from losing
everything?

Dragon Hoops
Written and Illustrated by Gene Luen Yang
Recommended Age: 14 to 18 years
Graphic Novel
Gene understands stories―comic book stories, in particular. Big action. Bigger thrills. And
the hero always wins.
But Gene doesn’t get sports. As a kid, his friends called him “Stick” and every basketball
game he played ended in pain. He lost interest in basketball long ago, but at the high
school where he now teaches, it's all anyone can talk about. The men’s varsity team, the
Dragons, is having a phenomenal season that’s been decades in the making. Each victory
brings them closer to their ultimate goal: the California State Championships.
Once Gene gets to know these young all-stars, he realizes that their story is just as thrilling
as anything he’s seen on a comic book page. He knows he has to follow this epic to its end.
What he doesn’t know yet is that this season is not only going to change the Dragons’s
lives, but his own life as well.

Finding Junie Kim
By Ellen Oh
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Junie Kim just wants to fit in. So she keeps her head down and tries not to draw attention
to herself. But when racist graffiti appears at her middle school, Junie must decide
between staying silent or speaking out.
Then Junie’s history teacher assigns a project and Junie decides to interview her
grandparents, learning about their unbelievable experiences as kids during the Korean
War. Junie comes to admire her grandma’s fierce determination to overcome impossible
odds, and her grandpa’s unwavering compassion during wartime. And as racism becomes
more pervasive at school, Junie taps into the strength of her ancestors and finds the
courage to do what is right.

Fish in a Tree
By Lynda Mullaly Hunt
Recommended Age: 9 to 11 years
Middle Grade Novel
Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every time she lands in a new
school, she is able to hide her inability to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions.
She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure dumb? However, her newest
teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright, creative kid underneath the troublemaker. With his
help, Ally learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing to be ashamed of.
As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world starts opening up with
possibilities. She discovers that there’s a lot more to her—and to everyone—than a label,
and that great minds don’t always think alike.

Ghosts
Written and Illustrated by Raina Telgemeier
Recommended Age: 8 to 11 years
Graphic Novel
Catrina and her family are moving to the coast of Northern California because her little
sister, Maya, is sick. Cat isn't happy about leaving her friends for Bahía de la Luna, but
Maya has cystic fibrosis and will benefit from the cool, salty air that blows in from the sea.
As the girls explore their new home, a neighbor lets them in on a secret: There are ghosts
in Bahía de la Luna. Maya is determined to meet one, but Cat wants nothing to do with
them. As the time of year when ghosts reunite with their loved ones approaches, Cat must
figure out how to put aside her fears for her sister's sake -- and her own.

Headstrong Hallie!: The Story of Hallie Morse Daggett, the First
Female "Fire Guard"
By Aimee Bissonette, Illustrated by David Hohn
Recommended Age: 6 to 9 years
Non-Fiction Picture Book
Hallie Morse Daggett loved spending time outdoors, hiking among the tall trees of the
forests in California's Siskiyou Mountains. She wasn't afraid of the bears, coyotes, and
wildcats. But Hallie was afraid of fire and understood the threat it posed to the forests,
wildlife, and people. And more than anything, she wanted to devote her life to protecting
her beloved outdoors; she decided she would work for the US Forest Service. But in the
1880s the Forest Service didn't hire women, thinking they couldn't handle the physical
challenges of the work or the isolation. But the Forest Service didn't know Hallie or how

determined she could be. This picture-book biography tells the story of Hallie Morse
Daggett, the first woman "fire guard" hired by the US Forest Service, whose hard work and
dedication led the way for other women to join the Forest Service.

Hector's Favorite Place
By Jo Rooks
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Hector loves his home. It was his favorite place to be.
At home, there was always...so much to do.
Hector loved his home so much that he didn’t often go out.
Home was cozy and snuggly and safe.
Hector loves his home so much that he doesn't often go out, and it starts to affect his
friendships. Soon Hector realizes that his worries are keeping him from enjoying himself, so
he needs to learn to be brave and try new things.
Can Hector find the courage to break out of his comfort zone?
Included is a Note to Parents, Caregivers, and Professionals by Julia Martin Burch, PhD, that
discusses helping children overcome their worries and break out of their comfort zones.

Her Body Can
By Katie Crenshaw & Ady Meschke, Illustrated by Li Liu
Recommended Age: 2 to 8 years
Picture Book
“Her body is beautiful—strong, kind and wise. All bodies are lovely no matter their size.”
Her Body Can is a book of poetic self-love and body positivity declarations for all young
girls. Its aim is to encourage our young girls to create a reality for themselves in which they
love themselves and their bodies for exactly who and what they are, instead of learning to
judge themselves and hate their bodies for what they are not. Our girls should know that
their bodies are absolutely amazing and CAN DO incredible things—and that their worth is
not measured by anything except how big they love themselves. The very first book of its
kind, written for girls ages newborn to 8, this book intends to teach all young girls their
bodies CAN DO ANYTHING and that what they look like is irrelevant—we are all beautiful
exactly the way we are. The authors’ rhyming, sing-song voices deliver captivating
messages that are easy for young readers to understand and absorb, while the illustrator’s
whimsical, modern drawings and vibrant colors bring characters to life on and off the page.

The House That Lou Built
By Mae Respicio
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Lou Bulosan-Nelson has the ultimate summer DIY project. She's going to build her own
"tiny house," 100 square feet all her own. She shares a room with her mom in her
grandmother's house, and longs for a place where she can escape her crazy but lovable
extended Filipino family. Lou enjoys her woodshop class and creating projects, and she
plans to build the house on land she inherited from her dad, who died before she was
born. But then she finds out that the land may not be hers for much longer.
Lou discovers it's not easy to save her land, or to build a house. But she won't give up; with
the help of friends and relatives, her dream begins to take shape, and she learns the
deeper meaning of home and family.

I Can Make This Promise
By Christine Day
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
All her life, Edie has known that her mom was adopted by a white couple. So, no matter
how curious she might be about her Native American heritage, Edie is sure her family
doesn’t have any answers.
Until the day when she and her friends discover a box hidden in the attic—a box full of
letters signed “Love, Edith,” and photos of a woman who looks just like her.
Suddenly, Edie has a flurry of new questions about this woman who shares her name.
Could she belong to the Native family that Edie never knew about? But if her mom and dad
have kept this secret from her all her life, how can she trust them to tell her the truth now?

Lety Out Loud
By Angela Cervantes
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Can Lety find her voice before it's too late? Lety Muñoz's first language is Spanish, and she
likes to take her time putting her words together. She loves volunteering at the animal
shelter because the dogs and cats there don't care if she can't always find the right words.
When the shelter needs a volunteer to write animal profiles, Lety jumps at the chance. But
classmate Hunter also wants to write profiles-so he devises a competition to determine the
official shelter scribe. Whoever gets their animals adopted the fastest wins. Lety agrees,
but she's worried that if the shelter finds out about the contest, they'll kick her out of the
volunteer program. Then she'll never be able to adopt Spike, her favorite dog at the
shelter!

Lilah Tov Good Night
By Ben Gundersheimer (Mister G), Illustrated by Noar Lee Naggan
Recommended Age: 3 to 5 years
Picture Book
As the moon rises, a family steps into the night on a journey toward a new beginning.
Along the way, their little girl delights in the wonders of nature, saying good night--lilah
tov--to the creatures and landscapes they pass. Wherever she looks--on land, in the sky
above and even, eventually, in the water below her boat--there are marvels to behold.
"Lilah tov to the birds in the trees, lilah tov to the fish in the sea." Then, when their travels
are finally over, her parents tuck her in tight, safe and ready for dreams in their new home.
This lyrical lullaby celebrates the beauty of our world and the spirit of resilience in a
refugee family.

Lost and Found Cat: The True Story of Kunkush's Incredible
Journey
By Doug Kuntz & Amy Shrodes, Illustrated by Sue Cornelison
Recommended Age: 3 to 10 years
Picture Book
When an Iraqi family is forced to flee their home, they can’t bear to leave their beloved
cat, Kunkush, behind. So they carry him with them from Iraq to Greece, keeping their
secret passenger hidden away.
But during the crowded boat crossing to Greece, his carrier breaks and the frightened cat
runs from the chaos, disappearing. After an unsuccessful search, his family has to continue
their journey, leaving brokenhearted.
A few days later, aid workers in Greece find the lost cat. Knowing how much his family has
sacrificed already, they are desperate to reunite them. A worldwide community comes
together to spread the word on the Internet and in the news media, and after several
months the impossible happens—Kunkush’s family is found, and they finally get their
happy ending in their new home.
This remarkable true story is told by the real people involved, with the full cooperation of
Kunkush’s family.

Lovely
Written and Illustrated by Jess Hong
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Big, small, curly, straight, loud, quiet, smooth, wrinkly. Lovely explores a world of
differences that all add up to the same thing: we are all lovely!

Lulu and the Hunger Monster
By Erik Talkin, Illustrated by Sheryl Murray
Recommended Age: 5 to 9 years
Picture Book
When Lulu’s mother’s van breaks down, money for food becomes tight and the Hunger
Monster comes into their lives. Only visible to Lulu, Hunger Monster is a troublemaker who
makes it hard for her to concentrate in school. How will Lulu help her mom and defeat the
Monster when Lulu has promised never to speak the monster’s name to anyone?
This realistic—and hopeful—story of food insecurity builds awareness of the issue of
childhood hunger, increases empathy for people who are food insecure, and demonstrates
how anyone can help end hunger. Lulu and the Hunger Monster™ empowers children to
destigmatize the issue of hunger before the feeling turns into shame.

My Daddy Sleeps Everywhere
By Jesse Franklin, Illustrated by Tahna Desmond Fox
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Picture Book
As military families tuck in for the night, their thoughts often turn to daddies who can’t
always be home. This award- winning children’s military deployment book shows some of
the many places daddy sleeps while he is away. In this wonderful story, daddy travels to
every clime and place including the mountains, the prairie, the jungle, and everywhere in
between. Though daddy’s particular location and sleeping arrangements are constantly
changing, one thing never does. No matter how far daddy is from home, home is never far
from his mind.

My First Day
Written and Illustrated by Phùng Nguyên Quang & Huỳnh Kim Liên
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
This is no ordinary first journey. The rainy season has come to the Mekong Delta, and An, a
young Vietnamese boy, sets out alone in a wooden boat wearing a little backpack and
armed only with a single oar. On the way, he is confronted by giant crested waves, heavy
rainfall and eerie forests where fear takes hold of him. Although daunted by the dark
unknown, An realizes that he is not alone and continues to paddle. He knows it will all be
worth it when he reaches his destination--one familiar to children all over the world.

My Three Best Friends and Me, Zulay
By Cari Best, Illustrated by Vanessa Brantley-Newton
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Zulay and her three best friends are all in the same first grade class and study the same
things, even though Zulay is blind. When their teacher asks her students what activity they
want to do on Field Day, Zulay surprises everyone when she says she wants to run a race.
With the help of a special aide and the support of her friends, Zulay does just that.

The Night Diary
By Veera Hiranandani
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
It's 1947, and India, newly independent of British rule, has been separated into two
countries: Pakistan and India. The divide has created much tension between Hindus and
Muslims, and hundreds of thousands are killed crossing borders.
Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, or what
her country is anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is now
Pakistan, Nisha and her family become refugees and embark first by train but later on foot
to reach her new home. The journey is long, difficult, and dangerous, and after losing her
mother as a baby, Nisha can't imagine losing her homeland, too. But even if her country
has been ripped apart, Nisha still believes in the possibility of putting herself back together.
Told through Nisha's letters to her mother, The Night Diary is a heartfelt story of one girl's
search for home, for her own identity...and for a hopeful future.

Nutley, the Nut-Free Squirrel
By Stephanie Sorkin, Illustrated by Tim Warren
Recommended Age: 2 to 6 years
Picture Book
Meet Nutley, an adorable squirrel who doesn't let his nut allergy slow him down. Join him
on his journey to stay healthy with the help of his friends!

Operation Oleander
By Valerie O. Patterson
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Ninth-grader Jess Westmark had the best of intentions when she started Operation
Oleander to raise money for a girls’ orphanage in Kabul. She named her charity for the
oleander that grows both in her Florida hometown and in Afghanistan, where her father is
deployed. But on one of her father's trips to deliver supplies to the orphans, a car bomb
explodes nearby, and her father is gravely injured. Worse, her best friend’s mother and
some of the children are killed, and people are blaming Operation Oleander for turning the
orphanage into a military target for the Taliban. Is this all Jess’s fault?

Patina
By Jason Reynolds
Recommended Age: 10 years & up
Middle Grade Novel
Ghost. Lu. Patina. Sunny. Four kids from wildly different backgrounds with personalities
that are explosive when they clash. But they are also four kids chosen for an elite middle
school track team—a team that could qualify them for the Junior Olympics if they can get
their acts together. They all have a lot to lose, but they also have a lot to prove, not only to
each other, but to themselves.
Patina, or Patty, runs like a flash. She runs for many reasons—to escape the taunts from
the kids at the fancy-schmancy new school she’s been sent to ever since she and her little
sister had to stop living with their mom. She runs from the reason WHY she’s not able to
live with her “real” mom anymore: her mom has The Sugar, and Patty is terrified that the
disease that took her mom’s legs will one day take her away forever. And so Patty’s also
running for her mom, who can’t. But can you ever really run away from any of this? As the
stress builds, it’s building up a pretty bad attitude as well. Coach won’t tolerate bad
attitude. No day, no way. And now he wants Patty to run relay…where you have to depend
on other people? How’s she going to do THAT?

Pashmina
Written and Illustrated by Nidhi Chanani
Recommended Age: 10 to 14 years
Graphic Novel
Priyanka Das has so many unanswered questions: Why did her mother abandon her home
in India years ago? What was it like there? And most importantly, who is her father, and
why did her mom leave him behind? But Pri’s mom avoids these questions ― the topic of
India is permanently closed.
For Pri, her mother's homeland can only exist in her imagination. That is, until she finds a
mysterious pashmina tucked away in a forgotten suitcase. When she wraps herself in it,
she is transported to a place more vivid and colorful than any guidebook or Bollywood film.
But is this the real India? And what is that shadow lurking in the background? To learn the
truth, Pri must travel farther than she’s ever dared and find the family she never knew.
In this heartwarming graphic novel debut, Nidhi Chanani weaves a tale about the hardship
and self-discovery that is born from juggling two cultures and two worlds.

Priya Dreams of Marigolds & Masala
By Meenal Patel
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Priya lives in the United States and her family is from India. She feels the magic of the place
her family comes from through her Babi Ba's colorful descriptions of India--from the warm
smell of spices to the swish-swish sound of a rustling sari. Together, Priya and Babi Ba
make their heritage live on through the traditions that they infuse into their everyday lives.
Priya Dreams of Marigolds & Masala is a celebration of the special bond between
grandparents and grandchildren, the threads that connect each of us to our heritage, and
the power of sharing our traditions with others.

Sarabella's Thinking Cap
By Judy Schachner
Recommended Age: 5 to 8 years
Picture Book
Sarabella is always thinking—conjuring, daydreaming, and creating new worlds from her
imagination. There is so much going on in her head that it can barely be contained. But
there are times when daydreaming is decidedly not a good thing—like when you're
supposed to be doing multiplication tables. Luckily, Sarabella has an understanding teacher
and with his encouragement She comes up with her own idea to show everyone who she
is.

Saturday
Written and Illustrated by Oge Mora
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Today would be special. Today would be splendid. It was Saturday! But sometimes, the
best plans don't work out exactly the way you expect....
In this heartfelt and universal story, a mother and daughter look forward to their special
Saturday routine together every single week. But this Saturday, one thing after another
goes wrong--ruining storytime, salon time, picnic time, and the puppet show they'd been
looking forward to going to all week. Mom is nearing a meltdown...until her loving
daughter reminds her that being together is the most important thing of all.

Shirley and Jamila Save Their Summer
Written and Illustrated by Gillian Goerz
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Graphic Novel
Jamila Waheed is staring down a lonely summer in a new neighborhood--until she meets
Shirley Bones. Sure, Shirley's a little strange, but both girls need a new plan for the
summer, and they might as well become friends.
Then this kid Oliver shows up begging for Shirley's help. His pet gecko has disappeared, and
he's sure it was stolen! That's when Jamila discovers Shirley's secret: She's the
neighborhood's best kid detective, and she's on the case. When Jamila discovers she's got
some detective skills of her own, a crime-solving partnership is born.
The mystery of the missing gecko turns Shirley and Jamila's summer upside down. And
when their partnership hits a rough patch, they have to work together to solve the greatest
mystery of all: What it means to be a friend.

Skateboard Sonar
By Eric Stevens, Illustrated by Gerardo Sandoval
Recommended Age: 3rd to 8th grade
Graphic Novel
Matty Lyons is a top-notch skateboarder who can do all the coolest tricks. His moves are
even more impressive since he's blind. But not everyone is a fan of the talented grinder.
During the state's biggest skating competition, former champion Bing Hawtin mocks Matty,
saying that a blind kid has no chance to win. But Matty knows something Bing doesn't...
seeing isn't everything.

Stamped (For Kids): Racism, Antiracism, and You
By Jason Reynolds & Ibram X. Kendi, Adapted by Sonja Cherry-Paul
Recommended Age: 6 to 10 years
Non-Fiction Chapter Book
RACE. Uh-oh. The R-word.
But actually talking about race is one of the most important things to learn how to do.
Adapted from the award-winning, bestselling Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You, this
book takes readers on a journey from present to past and back again. Kids will discover
where racist ideas came from, identify how they impact America today, and meet those
who have fought racism with antiracism. Along the way, they’ll learn how to identify and
stamp out racist thoughts in their own lives.

Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You: A Remix of the National
Book Award-Winning Stamped from the Beginning
By Jason Reynolds & Ibram X. Kendi
Recommended Age: 13 years & up
Non-Fiction Middle Grade Book
This is NOT a history book.
This is a book about the here and now.
A book to help us better understand why we are where we are.
A book about race.
The construct of race has always been used to gain and keep power, to create dynamics
that separate and silence. This remarkable reimagining of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi's National
Book Award-winning Stamped from the Beginning reveals the history of racist ideas in
America and inspires hope for an antiracist future. It takes you on a race journey from then
to now, shows you why we feel how we feel, and why the poison of racism lingers. It also
proves that while racist ideas have always been easy to fabricate and distribute, they can
also be discredited.
Through a gripping, fast-paced, and energizing narrative written by beloved award-winner
Jason Reynolds, this book shines a light on the many insidious forms of racist ideas--and on
ways readers can identify and stamp out racist thoughts in their daily lives.

Stepping Stones
By Lucy Knisley
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Graphic Novel
Jen did not want to leave the city. She did not want to move to a farm with her mom and
her mom's new boyfriend, Walter. She did not want to leave her friends and her dad.
Most of all, Jen did not want to get new "sisters," Andy and Reese.
As if learning new chores on Peapod Farm wasn't hard enough, having to deal with perfectat-everything Andy might be the last straw for Jen. Besides cleaning the chicken coop,
trying to keep up with the customers at the local farmers' market, and missing her old life,
Jen has to deal with her own insecurities about this new family . . . and where she fits in.

That Missing Feeling
By Amy Ludwig VanDerwater, Illustrated by Morena Forza
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
Mia’s life feels split in two after her parents get divorced – even her cat and dog now live in
two separate places. When she’s at her dad’s house, Mia misses her mom’s jokes and
singing. And when she’s at her mom’s house, she misses her dad’s laugh and cooking. Mia
just can’t quite shake that missing feeling. Sometimes that missing feeling makes her angry.
And sometimes it makes her sad.
One day when Mia visits her Grandpa, he gives her a little blue notebook saying, “When I
write about Grandma, I am sad but I am happy too. She is gone, but you are here. Life
changes, and writing helps me think about these changes. My notebook is a home for my
heart.” Mia keeps her notebook wherever she goes, writing about happy and sad
memories. And soon her notebook becomes a way to balance that missing feeling. And
also a home for her heart.

The Thing About Jellyfish
By Ali Benjamin
Recommended Age: 10 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
After her best friend dies in a drowning accident, Suzy is convinced that the true cause of
the tragedy must have been a rare jellyfish sting--things don't just happen for no reason.
Retreating into a silent world of imagination, she crafts a plan to prove her theory--even if
it means traveling the globe, alone. Suzy's achingly heartfelt journey explores life, death,
the astonishing wonder of the universe...and the potential for love and hope right next
door.

Trickster: Native American Tales, A Graphic Collection
Edited by Matt Dembicki
Recommended Age: 12 to 18 years
Graphic Novel
All cultures have tales of the trickster—a crafty creature or being who uses cunning to get
food, steal precious possessions, or simply cause mischief. He disrupts the order of things,
often humiliating others and sometimes himself. In Native American traditions, the
trickster takes many forms, from coyote or rabbit to raccoon or raven. The first graphic
anthology of Native American trickster tales, Trickster brings together Native American
folklore and the world of comics. In Trickster, 24 Native storytellers were paired with 24
comic artists, telling cultural tales from across America. Ranging from serious and dramatic
to funny and sometimes downright fiendish, these tales bring tricksters back into popular
culture.

The Turtle of Oman
By Naomi Shihab Nye
Recommended Age: 8 to 12 years
Middle Grade Novel
Aref does not want to leave Oman. He does not want to leave his elementary school, his
friends, or his beloved grandfather, Sidi. He does not want to live in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
where his parents will go to graduate school. His mother is desperate for him to pack his
suitcase — but he refuses. Finally, she calls Sidi for help. But rather than pack, Aref and Sidi
go on a series of adventures. They visit the camp of a thousand stars deep in the desert,
they sleep on Sidi’s roof, they fish in the Gulf of Oman and dream about going to India,
they travel to the nature reserve to watch the sea turtles. At each stop, Sidi finds a small
stone that he later slips into Aref’s suitcase — mementos of home.

Under My Hijab
By Hena Khan, Illustrated by Aaliya Jaleel
Recommended Age: 4 to 7 years
Picture Book
Grandma wears it clasped under her chin. Aunty pins hers up with a beautiful brooch.
Jenna puts it under a sun hat when she hikes. Zara styles hers to match her outfit. As a
young girl observes six very different women in her life who each wear the hijab in a
unique way, she also dreams of the rich possibilities of her own future, and how she will
express her own personality through her hijab. Written in sprightly rhyme and illustrated
by a talented newcomer, Under My Hijab honors the diverse lives of contemporary Muslim
women and girls, their love for each other, and their pride in their culture and faith.

We Are Still Here!: Native American Truths Everyone Should
Know
By Traci Sorell, Illustrated by Frane Lessac
Recommended Age: 7 to 10 years
Non-Fiction Picture Book
Twelve Native American kids present historical and contemporary laws, policies, struggles,
and victories in Native life, each with a powerful refrain: We are still here!
Too often, Native American history is treated as a finished chapter instead of relevant and
ongoing. This companion book to the award-winning We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga offers
readers everything they never learned in school about Native American people's past,
present, and future. Precise, lyrical writing presents topics including: forced assimilation
(such as boarding schools), land allotment and Native tribal reorganization, termination
(the US government not recognizing tribes as nations), Native urban relocation (from
reservations), self-determination (tribal self-empowerment), Native civil rights, the Indian
Child Welfare Act (ICWA), religious freedom, economic development (including casino
development), Native language revival efforts, cultural persistence, and nationhood.

We Are Water Protectors
By Carole Lindstrom, Illustrated by Michaela Goade
Recommended Age: 3 to 7 years
Picture Book
Inspired by the many Indigenous-led movements across North America, We Are Water
Protectors issues an urgent rallying cry to safeguard the Earth’s water from harm and
corruption―a bold and lyrical picture book written by Carole Lindstrom and vibrantly
illustrated by Michaela Goade.
Water is the first medicine.
It affects and connects us all...
When a black snake threatens to destroy the Earth
And poison her people’s water, one young water protector
Takes a stand to defend Earth’s most sacred resource.

When the World Was Ours
By Liz Kessler
Recommended Age: 12 to 18 years
Middle Grade/YA Novel
Three friends. One memory.
Vienna. 1936.
Three young friends—Leo, Elsa, and Max—spend a perfect day together, unaware that
around them Europe is descending into a growing darkness and that they will soon be
cruelly ripped apart from one another. With their lives taking them across Europe—to
Germany, England, Prague, and Poland—will they ever find their way back to one another?
Will they want to?
Inspired by a true story, When the World Was Ours is an extraordinary novel that is as
powerful as it is heartbreaking and that shows how the bonds of love, family, and
friendship allow glimmers of hope to flourish, even in the most hopeless of times.

Where Are You From?
By Yamile Saied Méndez, Illustrated by Jaime Kim
Recommended Age: 4 to 8 years
Picture Book
When a girl is asked where she’s from—where she’s really from—none of her answers
seems to be the right one.
Unsure about how to reply, she turns to her loving abuelo for help. He doesn’t give her the
response she expects. She gets an even better one.
Where am I from?
You’re from hurricanes and dark storms, and a tiny singing frog that calls the island people
home when the sun goes to sleep....
With themes of self-acceptance, identity, and home, this powerful, lyrical picture book will
resonate with readers young and old, from all backgrounds and of all colors—especially
anyone who ever felt that they don’t belong.

The Yellow Suitcase
By Meera Sriram, Illustrated by Meera Sethi
Recommended Age: 6 to 10 years
Picture Book
Asha travels with her parents from America to India to mourn her grandmother’s passing.
When they arrive at her grandmother's house, it's filled with strangers—and no Grandma.
Asha’s grief and anger are compounded by the empty yellow suitcase usually reserved for
gifts to and from Grandma, but when she discovers a gift left behind just for her, Asha
realizes that the memory of her grandmother will live on inside her, no matter where she
lives.

